Expert critics have been built to critique human performance in various areas such as engineering design, decision making, etc. We suggest that critics can also be useful in building and use of knowledge-based design systems (KBDSs).
Introduction
Engineering design is a domain where a knowledge-based approach has often been adopted due to the very large number of factors that must be considered and the di culty in accurately characterizing them 17] . A brute-force approach is out of the question for conguration design tasks due to its computational complexity. Experts design by following general rules, applying their knowledge, and using contextual sense and empirical insights. A knowledge-based design approach attempts to mechanically generate designs with reference to the behavior of experts. This work is about how to build a better knowledge-based design system to perform con guration design where the choices in a design can be enumerated exhaustively. Given a domain and problems to be solved, knowledge engineers rst This author is currently with Department of Information Systems & Computer Science, National University of Singapore, 0511. liuh@iscs.nus.sg acquire expert knowledge, codify the knowledge in a machine usable form (rule, predicates, etc.), and build a knowledge-based design system. Ideally, when the system is in operation, it can apply proper knowledge to problems accordingly to produce \good" designs that meet the requirements and criteria. Otherwise, more knowledge needs to be acquired in order for the system to generate good designs. A cycle is formed by these four processes (acquiring, codifying, building, and applying) that heavily depend upon domain experts (how they choose and summarize the knowledge) and knowledge engineers (how they elicit, codify and use the knowledge). In general, like all models, knowledge bases are selective, based on assumptions, and prone to failure 2]. Biases, irrelevant or incomplete knowledge, misconceptions, and wrong assumptions are likely to be introduced into the system through these four processes and therefore a ect the quality of the system's designs. Some e ective means must be employed to reduce the likelihood of these factors being incorporated in a system.
A critic is a system in which a knowledge-based design system (KBDS) is a component. A critic takes, as its inputs, a problem description and a proposed solution to the problem and gives, as its output, a critique, i.e., what is wrong and where it is wrong. It detects errors or possible improvements, and provides the user with directions for correction and improvement. A set of critics is proposed for knowledge-based engineering design. It accounts for aspects to be covered by critics, their functions, and their usage in building and applying knowledge-based systems. The critics are aimed at assisting knowledge acquisition and improving system's performance.
In the following, the need for critics is elucidated for a knowledge-based approach; a set of critics is then suggested; and each critic is described in turn by giving algorithms that implement the critics. In Section 3, an example application is de ned, and a KBDS, called DS, is described. Section 4 illustrates how the set of critics is applied to improve DS's performance. In Section 5, some related work is discussed to place this work in literature. We conclude with a summary of the proposed critics, and with a discussion of future directions for research and development on this work.
Critics of KBDS
In this section, it is rst shown, by identifying four problems, that critics are necessary in building and using a KBDS. Second, a set of critics is proposed to attack these problems by critiquing designs of a KBDS and by using domain knowledge. Then the critics are presented with the algorithms that implement them.
The Necessity of Critics
The necessity of critics can best be seen in the four problems identi ed in KBDSs. The rst two problems pertain to eliciting and applying knowledge, and the last two concern the designs a system produces.
(1) Acquiring adequate knowledge Acquiring knowledge for a KBDS is a subjective process: knowledge engineers and domain experts could well be biased in their viewpoints or from their experiences. Too often, useful knowledge is omitted { the adequacy problem. A critical question is how they can know if the knowledge obtained is su cient for a given domain. Perfect knowledge is impossible to obtain, but su cient knowledge is essential for a KBDS to succeed 6, 8] . In a moderately complex domain, it is di cult to nd out what's missing, based on a handful of test cases. Increasing the number of cases studied can be time-consuming and is often impractical. Hence, a method is sought to alleviate the adequacy problem without increasing the number of cases to study. Such a method is expected to provide clues and directions to search for more knowledge and to reorganize knowledge.
(2) Choosing proper knowledge
As the knowledge accumulates in a particular design domain, we ultimately encounter the problem of choosing the most suitable knowledge for a particular case { the application problem 7] . Not knowing all cases beforehand makes this problem extremely di cult. Heuristics employed by a KBDS may bring about global optimization. Carefully designed heuristic search may generally produce the expected results, but, it may also generate some unexpected (or poor) results in some cases. Therefore, it is sometimes necessary to try some other knowledge or a new combination of heuristics in order to ensure proper knowledge is used in design.
(3) Correctness of designs
Correctness is a minimum requirement for engineering design in that a solution should satisfy what a problem description speci es { the correctness problem. Any unsatis ed requirement indicates mistakes in the structure of the system, and/or misconceptions in a knowledge base. Whether a design is correct can be tested directly by checking if all the requirements stated in the input (a problem description) are met by the output (a design).
(4) Consistency of designs A problem description speci es particular requirements to be satis ed, whereas a domain theory contains general knowledge about the domain. As a problem description can be employed to check correctness of a design, a domain theory can be used to check consistency of a design. That is, designs should be consistent according to a domain theory { the consistency problem. Design consistency means two things: (1) consistency among the components of a design; and (2) consistency between the components of a design and the domain theory. Lack of consistency indicates logical errors in the system structure, misconceptions, or possibly, wrong assumptions in a knowledge base.
Critics
The four problems described above are obstacles in building a successful KBDS, and must be treated systematically. One way of doing so is to critique a design, because (1) designs are in general a good indicator of how well a design system is built and knowledge is used; and (2) errors found in designs usually re ect problems in the process of either acquiring, organizing, or applying knowledge. In addition, domain theories and problem descriptions can be used in critiquing. Therefore, the use of critics is suggested as follows:
i. these four problems are the minimum set that should be considered; ii. there is information available for critiquing, such as problem descriptions, domain theories and produced designs; iii. the use of critics should be either independent (of a knowledge base) or deductive (from a part of the knowledge base); iv. formal and systematic use of critics should be pursued; and v. a KBDS is a part of critics. Four critics are proposed here to critique solutions generated by a KBDS. The aim of these critics is to assist (1) acquiring su cient knowledge for constructing a desirable system, and (2) applying proper knowledge to generating good designs.
Expertise completion critic
An expertise completion critic is required to deal with the adequacy problem, and to help a knowledge engineer reorganize and generalize the knowledge base of a KBDS. One way of implementing the critic is to build a strong model of a domain-trained knowledge engineer and to apply it to knowledge acquisition 15]. In general, we should try as strong a model as possible, to pool all available experts together, and to combine their expertise. When a domain is complex, building a strong model is a problem in itself. Even if a strong model is obtainable, the adequacy problem still cannot be solved. When a KBDS produces correct designs consistent with the domain theory, how could one know whether a better design has been missed or not? A system cannot determine, by itself, its own knowledge adequacy. A critic can help, after a strong model has been built, to make the model stronger. When only a few known cases are available, the critic uses an independent system to check the knowledge adequacy by ensuring that the KBDS produces at least as good as any designs by the independent means. By independent we mean that two systems are di erent in their implementation mechanisms, in their search algorithms, and in their knowledge used. For example, a neural network system can be a choice of independent system, but another KBDS is not 1 . The critic discovers missing knowledge by applying both systems to producing designs, and then studying their di erences to nd out why the designs are di erent, and to locate what's missing. Of course obtaining an independent system can be di cult. It must (1) adopt a di erent mechanism and a di erent search algorithm; (2) apply di erent knowledge; (3) use the same representation for the input and output as the KBDS; and (4) be feasible to implement and run. Often these requirements can be met by using an algorithmic design system, which is capable of producing good designs, but too computationally intensive for routine use in design.
Algorithm 1 implements our rst critic. This critic is used during system construction phase when computing time is relatively a ordable, and experts are available for detailed cross examination of a few known cases. Suppose we are building a knowledge base, KB for a design system, DS; IS is an independent design system that does not use the knowledge in KB 
Alternative solution critic
There may exist redundant and ad hoc knowledge for handling special situations. For a given design problem, it is not always obvious which piece of knowledge is most suitable to achieve an optimal solution. However, it would become more obvious when a design is generated. Which parts of the design are not good or reasonable can be used as feedback to try out a suitable body of knowledge. The feedback can be obtained automatically or from a design expert, and guide a KBDS to generate alternative designs. By nding the best design in terms of cost or expert judgment, the critic helps identify the most proper knowledge. The critiquing process continues until no better solution is found or until design experts are satis ed. Below two algorithms are given for an alternative solution critic: one is automatic and the other allows experts to be involved in critiquing.
Suppose T is a threshold for the maximum number of designs; c t is a cost for d t design. Append(c t ; C) includes c t into C. Unless numOfDesign reaches the threshold T or DS does not produce designs with the same costs, the algorithm tries to reset some strategies at the critical decision points (determined by applications) responsible for WorstParts. A new design will be generated with di erent heuristics at the identi ed decision points. By varying the heuristics various designs can be generated. Thus, the above algorithm carries out automatic redesign.
Obviously, the performance of this critic is dependent upon the utility of the cost function as metric for design quality. If an accurate metric is di cult to generate, it would limit the degree to which designs can be improved. As an alternative, the following algorithm involves expert in determining which parts of a design can be improved. Suppose D is a set of designs; and suggest is the input by human experts after examining a design, d t . Suggestions are solely based on the expert's judgment of a graphically displayed design. SetInitial(suggest) resets heuristics at suggested decision points. ExpertExamine( Figure ? ?. A user can choose either one, automatic or manual. When the latter is chosen, the user will be asked to input critical decision points s/he thinks are responsible for an unsatis ed design based on a graphical display.
Correctness and consistency checking critics
These two critics are relatively close to each other since they rely on the contextual information of design such as domain theories and problem descriptions. Correctness of a design is de ned as satisfaction of the design requirements speci ed in a problem description. Consistency is de ned as correct interrelationships (no con icts) between the design and the domain theory, and between di erent parts of a design. Two critics are used during both system construction and design generation. Only when no incorrectness or inconsistency is found can the two critics stop monitoring. While correctness and consistency of a design must be checked to ensure that it is a valid solution to the design problem, the role of these critics in the phase of system construction is mainly to identify the sources of problems in the knowledge base and help a knowledge engineer correct them.
(Insert Figure 1 here) The algorithm for correctness and consistency checking is as follows. Re-examining the above four algorithms, we notice that a KBDS is always a component of a critic (e.g., either Apply(DS, p) or Apply(Sys, p) is called), but not vice versa. All the four try to improve a KBDS by examining designs the KBDS produces. Moreover, Modify, Re ne and ExpertExamine require the involvement of experts and/or knowledge engineers. Machine learning could be applied to knowledge base modi cation 3], but it is outside the scope of this paper.
In the following, we will show the use of the critics in the construction and application of a practical KBDS called DS. Critics are used to detect errors in a design, provide directions to enrich a knowledge base, improve designs, and reduce subjectivity in knowledge acquisition. Improved DS can result in better designs.
An Example Application of Critics
We will now describe an engineering design application to show how critics are built and used. The application is that of telecommunications network design. As a commonplace design task, this has attracted the development of KBDSs for automatic network design.
An application: telecommunications network design
The speci c area tackled by DS is that of telephone distribution network design. This is that part of the telephone network between telephone exchanges (switches) and customers' premises. For simplicity, the design of this type of network is divided into distribution areas, each served by a large cable from the exchange. The distribution network consists of cables and joints, with cables running in underground pipes, and joints in underground pits. The problem is partly one of connectivity to all customers, but also one of e ciency in that larger cables are used to minimize costs, so the topological distribution problem becomes one of non-linear, discrete optimization where longer cable routes are traded-o against the costs of various cable sizes. Network design must also consider maintenance costs, which leads to minimal use of joints.
Input (problem description): (1) The topological and cadastral information of a district that consists of streets, intersections, and houses; and (2) service requests for each house (i.e., location for provision of telephone network access for a residence and the amount of the provision.) A sample problem: there are 118 houses in a district as shown in Figure ? ?(a) that consists of eight intersections and eleven street segments (polygons), etc. (provided in a cadastre le with the details such as how they are located and related, their coordinates and so on), and each house requires one telephone connection.
Output: A tree structure T(j; c) where j are joints that connect di erent sized cables, and c cables that are telephone lines in groups. Joints are nodes, and cables are links in T(j; c). The root of a tree is a special joint, the pillar, as a major distribution point that is linked to a larger network. Cables connect the joints to the pillar.
Criteria: to achieve the minimum number of joints, minimum number of street crossings, and minimum use of cables in terms of length and size, and minimum cost of T(j; c) when the rst two minima are obtained.
Domain theory
A domain theory consists of assumptions, facts and inference rules in the given domain. An assumption is something that is hard to prove but supposedly true. Facts are what are actually done in practice. Inference rules are more abstract facts and can be used to derive new facts. Given below is a sample theory for the chosen domain:
Assumptions:
1. In general, service requests are evenly distributed in a district. 2. All service requests are located along the streets. 3. Every service request should be served by just one cable. 4. The center of a district is where a pillar is located.
Facts:
1. Telephone cables should run only along the streets, should not go through the central areas of the street intersections and any other properties such as houses, parks.
2. There should be no loops in the network (the de nition of T(j; c)). 6. Every service request should be included in the network, T(j; c).
7. Cables are inside pipes.
Inference Rules:
1. If a pipe is allocated for a cable, the pipe shares some identical information with the cable, such as length, position and joints they connect with. 2. The number of joints is proportional to and less than the number of service requests because of Facts 3 and 5.
3. The cable sizes taper from the root to the leaves of T(j; c).
Heuristics used by experts are summarized in Table 1 . Implementation cost is the major measure of optimality.
A KBDS for network design
DS is a KBDS for telecommunications network design. It is rule-based, and it models the design problem as search tree with solutions as the leaf-nodes. The design process then, is a matter of exploring the search tree for the optimum solution to each design problem.
As the search space is large, both breadth and depth wise, we use knowledge-based design techniques to narrow the search space. While this results in a system that can quickly design networks, we are reliant on the quality of the knowledge used to build the system, and exposed to the possibility that designs are of local optima. DS's algorithm is described in Algorithm 5. OD stands for outgoing degree for each intersection 2 , inter an intersection, S a set of intersections. Without loss of generality, a Euclidean distance is used (one of the alternatives is the polygon distance 3 , e.g.). The following describes the automated design process. It calculates OD's for every intersection.
2
A one-way intersection has its OD=1, a two-way intersection OD=2, and an n-way intersection OD=n.
3
A polygon is a part of a street between two closest intersections on the street. The polygon distance is the number of polygons between two intersections.
Next it calls DesignJoint that implements a general heuristic employed by human experts { assigning joints from the boundary of a district towards the pillar. DesignJoint nds the intersections, S, which have the least OD's at the time. If S is not empty, it chooses an intersection, inter, which is the furthest away from the pillar in S. Then it selects polygon according to some criterion (see below) among all unserved polygons connected to inter. After AssignJoint(polygon) and UpdateOD(polygon), DesignJoint continues until all intersections' OD is zero. An illustrative example is shown in Figure ? ?.
(Insert Figure 2 here) CalculateOD(inter) computes OD for all inter in the district. LeastOD(all inter) nds intersections that have the least OD's among all inter. FurthestInter(S) chooses an intersection among S, which is the furthest away from the pillar. ChoosePoly(inter) selects one polygon, which starts at inter and has not been assigned joints, based on some criterion (a polygon is either furthest away, or closest to the pillar, or just picked at random).
AssignJoint(polygon) allocates joints according to the services required on polygon. If its previous polygon has some joints that have some spare capacity, these joints should be considered to use rst. If its previous polygon has some service requests that have not been served, these requests should be included to the ones of polygon's. Some balancing is usually needed if polygon has multiple previous polygons. UpdateOD(polygon) decreases by one OD of the two intersections that enclose polygon. AssignCable(root) allocates cables for joints and determines the cable sizes as well.
This algorithm implements a design strategy taken commonly by experts, i.e., laying cables and assigning joints from the boundary of a district toward the pillar. Since a cable tapers from the pillar and a joint at an intersection on a polygon may serve requests on other polygons around the intersection, the purpose of this strategy is twofold: achieving the minimum number of joints and lowest cost of cables.
The Use of Critics for DS
A basic requirement for a KBDS, and thus for DS, is that it produce designs that not only satisfy the speci cations, in accordance with the domain theory, but also are comparable to the designs produced by human experts. Other requirements are: e ciency { cost and time saving; convenience { allowing users to easily try di erent designs; and exibility { allowing users the choice of involving themselves by permitting manual instruction for changes to designs produced by a KBDS. DS aims to satisfy these requirements. In building DS, the correctness and consistency critics are designed to check each version of DS in order to produce correct and consistent designs. The expertise completion critic is used to obtain su cient knowledge { a critical part for DS's success. The alternative solution critic o ers the opportunities to have various designs with or without expert's intervention.
Using correctness and consistency checking critics
These critics can be implemented by giving functions in Algorithm 4 physical meanings.
In system design, two critics check the designs produced by DS: (1) CorrectnessCheck(d; p) uses the information contained in the problem description (input) to check the counterparts included in the design (output). For the sample problem described in example 1, there are 118 houses that are equivalent to 118 requests. One task CorrectnessCheck performs is to sum up all the requests that the design d (i.e., T(j; c)) serves. If the sum is either greater or less than 118, an error message is added into S incorrect . Another check is that the cable network should have no loops, i.e., starting from a joint, going down it's child links, the joint will not be visited again. (2) ConsistencyCheck(d; T) works less straightforwardly. The domain theory T is used to check if there is any con ict among the design components based on the inference rules in T and/or inconsistency between d and the facts in T. For example, the number of joints should be close or equal to d118=10e using inference rule 2 based on fact 3. Other consistency checking includes: #(cable segments) = #(joints) -1, where # reads number of; #(pits) households/2; all pits are connected by pipes; pipe routes are overlaid on the cable network, etc. A complete check should examine all components in d with the facts and rules in T. S inconsistent contains the complaints found in the examination. (For the meanings of symbols and functions, refer to Algorithm 4.) Please note that in design generation, function Re ne() in Algorithm 4 is replaced by ReportError() since a user of a system normally has no right to modify a system or its knowledge base. Algorithm 4 can be viewed as a simple version of constraint-based reasoning in which the goal is to discover some problem state that satis es a given set of constraints.
Using expertise completion critic
Only a limited number of test cases can be studied during knowledge acquisition and system construction, due to the time constraint and number of cases available. Algorithm 1 tries to make full use of these test cases in knowledge acquisition, and to improve DS's generality 4 . In principle, the more problems studied, the more general the system could become.
As is suggested in Algorithm 1, IS should be independent of DS. Our choice of IS is Simulated Annealing 5] that relies on an energy (cost) function, instead of the heuristics used in Algorithm 5 that are shown in Table 1 of section 3.2. This independent design system is called SA. Algorithm 1 is implemented by calling Apply(DS, p) and Apply(SA, p), here IS is replaced by SA. Both DS and SA have the same basic representation for streets, polygons, intersections, joints, cables, etc. It is shown in Figure ? ? how these two systems are used in critiquing. Two sets of designs, fdesign1g and fdesign2g, are generated. Any di erence between the two sets can be a good clue for knowledge base modi cation, while which design is better is not an issue concerned.
(Insert Figure 3 here) Human expertise is used in SA to determine an appropriate cost function in equation (1) . SA searches for an optimal design in terms of the cost function that is about the total cost of a design. There may be many local minima of the cost function. SA tries to avoid getting stuck at a local minimum by increasing the \temperature" so that a globally optimum solution may be found. The main features of SA are:
1. The uphill moves are controlled by a parameter T { the \temperature". 2. A higher T means a higher uphill moving probability. 3. Initially, a su cient high T is given to allow a lot of uphill moves. The choice of such a C is due to its simplicity and to that it re ects the nature of the underlying application 9]. It is noted that a linear cost factor is acceptable due to the presence of rules that have already selected between various possible designs such as minimum number of joints, etc. DS is rule-based, and SA is neural-network-based. Knowledge used in DS is summarized in Algorithm 5, DS is basically a greedy algorithm that looks one step ahead by choosing a proper intersection and polygon locally; while knowledge used in SA is expressed in minimizing equation (1), SA is, in essence, searching for a global optimum of C. DS and SA do share the representation for their inputs and outputs, so that their designs can be compared.
The two designs are generated by using DS (Algorithm 5) and SA, depicted in Figure ??(a) and (b) respectively. Recall that in Algorithm 5, when function ChoosePoly(inter) is called, a criterion is needed in order to make a selection. A heuristic derived from the general rule of laying cables from a boundary to the pillar is, naturally, choosing a polygon among those available that is furthest away from the pillar. The e ect of this heuristic is that a cable at the top in Figure ? ?(a) goes around and along the arc towards the pillar instead of going directly to the pillar at the rst possible turning intersection. If a more complex district is presented, more such (similar and subtle) problems could occur. Manually nding these problems are both di cult and impractical.
The alternative approach, SA, is used to look for di erent con gurations of the network.
SA generates one shown in Figure ? ?(b). The discrepancy between the two networks provides clues to modify the heuristic. The Comparison module in Figure ? ? checks each route in design1 against all routes in design2 until all routes in design1 are checked. By comparing designs (a) and (b) in Figure ? ?, we notice that the heuristic does not give intuitively good choice at the intersections from which the pillar is one polygon away, although it works at the other intersections. As a result, when such intersections are reached, another heuristic must be used to choose the polygon that connects the intersection to the pillar. This example shows the limitation of the heuristics used, as well as the value of an independent approach in improving a knowledge base.
(Insert Figure 4 here)
Using alternative solution critics
DS takes a very small amount of time to produce a design (order of seconds), compared to the time used by experts (order of days). Although quick design is a desirable feature, so is the quality of designs. Designs generated by DS should be comparable to the designs by human experts. One way to measure the quality is to compare the design costs; another way is for designs made by DS to pass examination by experts. In either case, a correct and consistent design is a minimum requirement. We shall see if a design can be improved based on either a cost evaluation or an expert opinion. The generation of alternative designs is a process of guided redesign based on previous designs. Two types of redesign implemented in DS are automatic and interactive redesign. They are two forms of the alternative solution critic. The former relies on a cost function, and the latter depends on expert judgment.
As was mentioned in Algorithm 5, a cable route can be altered at an intersection. Hence the responsible decision points are street intersections here. Choosing which polygon to lay cables at an intersection is based on the strategy assigned. SetInitial(WorstParts)
furthest, closest in terms of a polygon position away from the pillar, or random. They are chosen in a round robin fashion. The default strategy is selecting the closest polygon. The WorstParts stack is lled with some joints which connect cables 5 . These cable routes are relatively costly, compared to the other part of the cable network. Unless numOfDesign is greater than a threshold T or DS does not produce designs with the same costs, the algorithm tries to reset some strategies at the intersections related to joints in WorstParts.
A new design will be generated with di erent strategies at the speci ed intersections.
Two cases are used to illustrate how Algorithms 2 and 3 work. Along with the graphic display for each case, a state (design) transition graph is also used to show the repetitive process of alternative design generation. In Algorithm 2 a critical point is set automatically (in short, automatic setting), but in Algorithm 3 it is set manually by experts (in short, manual setting).
(Insert Figures 5 and 6 here)
Case I: The previous example revisited Take example 2 again. DS generates the design in Figure ? ?(a). Automatic redesign does not create any new design in this case. However, if we manually reset at the top middle intersection (grey one in the gure), DS creates another design (b). Although design (b) has a higher cost, in this case DS cannot automatically reduce the cost to that of design (a). That is, as shown in the transition graph, automatic redesign does not bring about any new design. In most cases tested, automatic redesign did produce best designs; in some cases, manual resetting was necessary for DS to change designs from one to another. We have shown by this example that the sole reliance on the automatic setting for redesign may not necessarily produce a better design; a better design may be missed.
Case II: A non-standard pillar position In this case, DS generates the design in Figure ? ? 
Remarks
For the telecommunications network design project described here, roughly two thirds of the time was spent on the traditional development of DS, one third on the development of critics, critiquing and revision. Implementing SA did not take much time (half a day) since the algorithm is simple and easy to implement. Obtaining a proper cost function C, however, took longer time with respect to SA implementation, since obtaining C involved the consultation with domain experts and experiments. By implementing these critics, the completed project has been proven to be beyond what was originally expected, and to be very useful in assisting design to expert designers. Nevertheless, a few more points are worth mentioning regarding the use of these critics. First, it is not always necessary to implement two independent systems. Since building an independent system may be costly, we suggest the use of this approach when the following occur: (a) There are only a few known test cases; (b) Some heuristics cannot be proven generally useful; (c) There exists a simple cost function; and (d) It is too complex and costly for experts to consider all choices of a design. Second, without the time constraint, these two approaches (knowledge intensive versus computationally intensive) compensate each other. However, a computationally intensive approach such as simulated annealing cannot satisfy the time constraint in a practical design application, a KBDS is practical to give a \satis cing" solution within a reasonable time. Third, design experts, in trial use of automatic and manual redesigns, found these redesigns very convenient and useful for them to generate various designs to compare. Two guidelines on using these redesigns are: (a) When it is suspected that the evaluation function is out of tune, it is strongly suggested to implement the Interactive Redesign critic so that a domain expert can be involved in evaluation. (b) If a greedy algorithm is taken in generating a design, there are reasons to believe that some non-local optima may result in the global optimum, then it is worth of implementing the AutoReDesign critic. These two critics are not suitable for tasks such as planning, control in real time. Last, a KBDS is only a component of each critic. The input and output of a KBDS are used in critiquing. The knowledge employed by the KBDS is not used in the system evaluation.
Related Work
Although this work stems from the practical need, it is in uenced and nurtured by some work in the community. Among many, an expert critic is one, which is a computer program that critiques human-generated solutions 10]. A survey of expert critics by Silverman 14] provides up-to-date work in the eld. These critics have found many applications such as decision making, engineering design, word processing, knowledge base acquisition, and software engineering. Expert critics scrutinize the solutions (e.g., designs) produced by humans in terms of clarity, coherence, correspondence, and workability tests. As de ned in 14], clarity means that all statements should be unambiguous; coherence deals with abstract truth, or the logical structure of statements; correspondence concerns the agreement of statements with reality; and workability means pragmatically verifying and validating a body of knowledge. Expert critics were built to improve the performance of users 16].
Critics suggested by Fischer et al 4] are an important component of cooperative problem solving systems, especially when they are embedded in integrated design environments. A critic, by their de nition, is a system that presents a reasoned opinion about a product or action generated by a human. These critics detect inferior designs, provide explanations and argumentation for their \opinion" and suggest alternative solutions.
The critics proposed in this paper share many similarities with the above two groups of critics in their functions, objects they deal with, and objectives they want to achieve. But they have their own distinct features: (1) they are designed to critique the solutions generated by KBDSs, instead of by human designers; (2) they are used to assist knowledge engineers improve the KBDS and to make the KBDS generate alternative designs, not to help human designers produce alternative solutions; (3) two stages of using these critics are clearly speci ed -rst is system designing, second is design generating by the system. Not all the critics are used in the two stages. The expertise completion critic is active in the rst stage, which helps clarify knowledge and enrich the knowledge base. Correctness and consistency checking critics are functioning in both stages. The alternative solution critic is only working in the second stage. The last three are used in a similar manner as are Fischer et al's critics, that is, being embedded in integrated design environments.
Intelligent tutoring systems 18] also work on solutions and problems together, but they are for people who learn a new trade. These systems are designed and developed based on a relatively good understanding of domains and mastered skills. For example, the computer tutors of Anderson et al 1] were based on a set of pedagogical principles derived from ACT theory of cognition. In other words, the correct solutions are always known beforehand. In design, such knowledge is not available. The proposed critics cannot tell if the best design exists but only if a better one is accomplished. These critics also di er from intelligent tutoring systems in the way they generate critiques. The critics try to locate the di erences between designs, and to nd incorrectness or inconsistency of designs. Tutoring systems begin always with deviations of a solution from the standard one.
Other relevant elds are the re nement and veri cation of knowledge-based systems. Re ning 13] is the process of ne tuning rules that discriminate between alternatives and help assure the validity of the resulting system within the model. When the knowledge is incomplete, it is not suitable. Critiquing shares some similarities with veri cation 11]. Both attack the problems of knowledge redundancy and incompleteness. Knowledge veri cation, however, focuses on the demonstration of logical correctness of the rules, wherein checks are performed for super uous, incorrect, or missing rules, which would eventually impair system performance.
Conclusion and Future Work
Knowledge-based approaches are error-prone due to the subjective nature of knowledge acquisition. Studying the processes from knowledge acquisition to design generation, we identify four main problems, i.e., the adequacy, correctness, consistency, and application problems. A set of critics has been proposed: expertise completion, correctness and consistency checking, and alternative solution critics. They are called \critics" because all of them accomplish their tasks by critiquing designs produced by a KBDS. Algorithms that implement the critics have been given, and these critics have been used in a practical design system in two phases (designing a system and generating a design using the system).
The expertise completion critic helps a knowledge engineer reorganize and generalize the knowledge base of a KBDS. In order to obtain its critique, the critic uses the KBDS and a second, independent system, which might be much slower, less ad hoc than the KBDS, to run test cases. By comparing the designs of the two systems, problems can be detected in the knowledge base of the KBDS. The alternative solution critic computes alternatives to system generated designs based on information about sub-optimal parts of the original design. The heuristics which caused the sub-optimal parts are replaced by other heuristics for generating alternative designs. The sub-optimal parts of the design are identi ed either by evaluating the design parts using a cost function, or by displaying the current design interactively to an expert who can then point at parts of the design which he regards as sub-optimal. The correctness checking critic checks whether the designs generated by the system satisfy the original design speci cation. Detected errors are passed to the knowledge engineers who can modify the knowledge base to remedy the errors. The consistency checking critic examines whether the designs generated by the system satisfy a given set of consistency rules. Any inconsistency will be noti ed to the knowledge engineers to modify the knowledge base. These critics are a necessary set for a working knowledgebased engineering design system. The systematic application of these critics has shown, in telephone network design, promising results in knowledge acquisition, heuristics selection, and design quality control.
This work shows our e ort in search of methodologies that consistently and systematically guide knowledge engineers to perform their tasks objectively and thoroughly, in order to mitigate the bottleneck problem of knowledge acquisition and the subjectivity of a knowledge-based engineering design approach. It has been shown the usefulness of the critics in this limited application domain. However, more work is needed to extend this critiquing approach to other domains, and to expand the set of critics. Future work will also be on how to nd suitable independent models to test against the knowledge-based model, and how the critiquing approach can be combined with other approaches such as veri cation, re ning, intelligent tutoring, etc. to have a systematic, usable tool for knowledge-based systems design. Another line of research will be on the objectivity in knowledge acquisition. Since the subjectivity in knowledge acquisition is di cult to avoid, we start to investigate, for some domains, using unsupervised learning algorithms to induce production rules (decision tree induction has been shown e ective in a supervised environment), and acquiring knowledge at raw data level.
Intuitively, if we can locate an intersection from which the worst route has been established, we could then try alternative choices at that decision point. Although the pillar is the center of the network that extends to every customer towards the boundary of a distribution area, routing starts from the boundary towards the pillar, to reduce the number of redundant joints 12]. The leaves of a tree are the joints on each cable route furthest away from the pillar. The algorithm is implemented as follows:
1. Choose the top joint in WJS as the worst one; 2. Find a cable route, CR, below the worst joint in T(j,c), which has most number of joints in WJS; The rationale of nding the worst causal joint in the above algorithm is that the worst cable route should have its most joints appearing in the WJS on a single cable route under the rst worst joint.
